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The Connection MasterMind- https://theconnectionmastermind.com/
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About Journey Card:

Journey Card is your ultimate solo travel empowerment platform, offering a holistic experience
for adventurous women seeking to transform their lives through solo travel. With our signature
8-week course "Pick Your Path," inspiring podcasts, insightful blog posts, and carefully curated
experiences, we empower you to conquer fears, embrace new connections, and create lasting
memories. Discover the world's hidden gems and unlock your inner adventurer with Journey
Card. Your extraordinary journey starts here!

About Geleen Antonio

Hello, fellow adventurous souls! I'm Geleen Antonio, the passionate creator behind Journey
Card, here to empower first-time solo female travelers like you. With an educational background
in neuroscience and a decade of climbing the corporate ladder, I realized I wasn’t fulfilled and
took the leap to pursue a life of freedom, purpose, and excitement. As a seasoned solo traveler
to over 30 countries, I understand the fears and doubts that might be holding women back from
solo traveling. With Journey Card, my goal is to help women live more meaningful lives by
delving into their own transformative solo travel journey of self-discovery, meaningful
connections, and unforgettable experiences.

About the Capstone Project - Pick Your Path Program

I'm thrilled to introduce you to my signature program to empower you to take the leap. In the
8-week Pick Your Path Program, you'll embark on a transformative journey to break free from
the ordinary and unlock your true potential as a solo traveler. Whether you're seeking personal
growth, building your dream business while on the go, or simply seeking an expanded circle of
like-minded friends, this program has got you covered.

And for those craving deeper connections, The Connection Mastermind empowers women to
find new and meaningful connections anywhere in the world. Say goodbye to feeling isolated
during your travels and hello to building lasting relationships with fellow adventurers and locals
who share your values and vision.

https://www.journeycardpyp.com/pickyourpath
https://theconnectionmastermind.com/
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Leave behind the mundane routine and embrace the thrill of exploring new cultures and the
beauty within yourself and around the world. These transformative programs and Journey
Card's empowering resources will ignite your curiosity, help you ask the deep questions, and
lead you to make the most of your solo travels. Are you ready to embrace the world? Let's go!
🌍✨


